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ABSTRACT
nternational social indicators, focusing on

assessment of the quality of life, measurement of social changes, and
' program evaluation; are the subject'of this paper. Beginning with a'
look at various national reports'which are currently.being produced,
it is.felt that these documents and the data gathering activities
upon which they are based fOrm the bulk of much of what is known
about internationa3t,social indicators.. The same national reports,

o furthermore,' confront many of the methodological and substantive
issues which must be faced rin cross - national projects with social
data. The major activities involved in using international social
indicators are comparison of conditions in various'countries,
cross-national programs of data collection; and multinational

' programs of -data collection. The.Major'portion of the 'paper presents
an outline of some major international projects.and.a discussion of

. some on-going data, collection activitieswbidh will provide important
new inforMatio to' the field of international social indicators. -

Didcussion focuses' on potentially-comparative studies,-juxtaposition,
national data'and.cross-national data collection,. Tables

illustrate social-changes in Japan and a typology of international
a social indicators.. (Author/KSM)
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National Reports: The underlying data

In February 1974, the United States GovernMent published its first collection
of statistics selected-and organized-to describe social conditions and
trends in the United States [53]., Entitled Social Indicators, 1973, the vol-
ume is organized around eight major social areas: health,'public safety,
education, employment, income, housing, leisure and recreation, and population.
Within each of these eight categories, several. road areas of social concern
are identified, and statistics are marshalled to reflect the state of those
concerns. In be area of health, for instance, the volume focuses on three
"social concerns": (1) a long life, (2) a life frae.from disability', and
(3) adequate access to medical care. For each of the identified social
concerns, one or more indicators have heen selected, based on two main
criteria: (1) the indicators measure individual or family (asopposed
to institutional or government) well-being; and (2) the indic5tors,;theasure
products of, rather than inputs into social systesm. Thus, with this
"output" or "product" focus, the volume repoAs individual educational'
attainment e.g. degrees earned) rather than school budgets or classroom'
construction.

To give greater visibility to this important dicument, to guide users of .

social Indicators,-1973, and to help its authors plan'for the next.issue,
the Social Science Research

%
Council's"Center for Social. Indicators sponsored

a symposium to evaluate this document. Participants at the symposium in
eluded members of the Office of Management and Budget staff who were respon-
sible for preparing the'document, social scientists with research exper-
ience with such data, and representaties of statistical agencies of
several other countries currently involved-in the development of social
indicators documents. The symposium had, three and or elements. First, it-
was divided into eight panel sessions fOr the purpose of dstailed discussion
of each of the eight chapters. Experts on the separate fields were invited
to\lead the discussicps,,and their comments as well as rapporteur notes,l,form
a' major part of the lackground documentation which Professor Otis "Dudley
Duncan will use in preparing a'reyiew essay on Social Indicators, 1973.
Second, at a pleary session following the chapter reviews, Professors
Stephen Fienberg and Leo Goodman presented a critique of the document from
the point of view of its statistical presentation: do the charts and 'tables
provide an accurate representation of the'data; is the discussion of the
accuracy and error structure of the data adequate? And.third, and most im-
portant in the context of the present paper, Natalie Rogoff Rams$y and
Wolfg8Ing Zapf presented papers in which they compared Social Indicators,
1973 to other national reports which are similar (1) their selective
presentation of statistics.ofelated to social policies and conditions;
(2) their, focus on individuals rather than institutions; and (3) their
emphasis on social trends.

Social Indicators,, 1973 joins a rapidlyexpanding literature of national re-
ports. In 1973, Great Britain published sits fourth issue of Social Trendt
[15], Japan issued its seventeenth reportt, entitled Whitepaper on National
Life [20], and France and Germany both published their first such document
[14,12]. Similar volumes,-frop Norway [25] and Sweden 30] are expected.
in 1974, and somewhat further'in:the future there will be a Canadian volume
of social indicators, and'perhaps some publicati6ns under the auspices of'OECD.

These documents did not spring full-blown from government statistical office
deliberations. Their antecedents include the growing literature On social
indicators and, the quality of life [4,6,11,21,28,54], as ell as spedific
programmatic statements on what might .(or-shouldY be included in such

1

prototypic "social reports" [10,13,19, 26,52].
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Despite the shared social indicators background, tereis great variety'
among these national, reports. Take, for instance, the 'social concerns"
approach of the United States and OECD. On the one hartd, this "goal orienta-
'tion".gives greater coherence to the document'and permits greater selectivity('
in the statistics which are presented;-on the other, it rules out topics for/
which.a "soci'al.concern" cannot be statea, or on which there is debate.,
Thus, in Social-Indicaeors, 1973, there is no information of family forma-
tion or consumption, for there is.no consensus on desirable trends'in family
'or consumption patterns. The issue highlighted here is whether such social
reports shofl.d attefnpt a broad picture of the' society generally, or whether
they should'focus on thOse societal elements for which policy manipulable
variables can be identified, and on which goal consensus'exists. This debate
reflects another issue, and one which demands fuller attention: to whom
are these 'national reports eddressed? Is their purpose to inform public
opinioh about the nature and'interielationships of societal trends,.or are
they policy documents aimed at administrators? Do the two audiences require
separate documents, or ha's the traditional separation of policy information
from social "enlightentent" '[5] prolonged a false'dichotomy? This is a
queStion which arises in international social. reporting as well.

Another major difference among the several reports is the relative' emphasis
on "input" and "outTput" measures. The classic example of an input measure
is the number of hospital bed," which, If many have noted,.is.a singularly
uninformatiye health indiCator. There are,two. major arguments For the
exclusion Of input information from such docdments. Firs, "outputs" give
,a more accurate picture of actual social.,cond4tions than'iddo policy inputs.
Second, and 'much more important, it is argued that we have only-a\ludimentary
understanding of the f.it:betw6en inputs -)for instance,the number of
teachers -and outputs - school performance, for example. In the. absence ,

of some idea of howthe system workS, to focus only on outputs.may he the
less misleading approach. On the other hand, as Dr. RamsOy noted in her
presentation at the symposium, the strict exclusion.ofjnilut information
risks the interpretation thatAlothing.is being done about these',social
conditions. Thus, most of the other national reports attempt some balanCe
between ithe two types of measures, and the Japanese effort is particularly
successful in this regard [20]. It begins with information on the income
of households, then charts'household expenditures', and then examines changes
in consumption and expenditure elasticities. A basic element of social
change in post-war Japan iS-highlighted by the finding that many items
which used to be considered lukuries are no longer considered dispensible.
[See Table 1, page.]

A third area in which comparisons,among these documents can be made is in
the variables that:are chosen for disaggregation. The,categories chosen

--dgpend, to a great extent, on the.particulai country::the United States',
document uses age, sex and race as the major variables [53]; Canada's
volume will stress regional and linguistic division [7]; and France uses
nine occupational/class groups for its presentgtion [14].' Once again, the
purpose of and auditTce for the document becomes a crucial question. For,

social information presented by age:, sex,'race and other demographic%
categories forms a rather static picture of the society. Only when socio-.

economic information is prbvided - education, occupation, income, and the
like - can one begin to imagine how changes in public policie's might change
the picture. Furthermore, the greater the, range of background variables
presentdd, the greater is the public's understanding-of the complex
processes involved, and incidentially; the greater are the opportunities

for cross-nAional c5parisons.
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TABLE 1: Social Change in Japan
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International Social Indicators:
an overview

1
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The subject of this paper Nis international social.indicatOrs. We.have
chbsen to begin witha.look at the variqus national reports which are
currently being produced because it is these documents, and the data

. gathering activities on which they are bas'ed/ which form the bulk of much -

'of. what is. known 'as "internaqional social inaicators.", furthermore, many of
the methodological and substantie issues which must be faced in the
preparation of national reports must els? be.dgnfronted in cross=national
projects with social data

What is meant by /the term "international social indicators?" The social
indicators literature., generally, has three main"focuses: (1) assessment
of the,guality oflife; (2) measurement of social change.0): and
(3) program evaluation. International social indicators, we
`might - suppose, implies.some 'commitment to comparison of these elements.

9.
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Thus, whether data from different countries are juxtaposed in
orderto rank or compare condktionsin those countries (quality Of
life), or to measure, analyze and understand chancjes in social con-
ditionsditions "(social change), Or to evaluate different public policies

, "international
(pro-

,.

aram evaluation)international social: indicators" implies comparison.
At a secend'level, international social indicators maylimply a cross-
-national program of'datacollectio;. This is particularly the case when
the indicators are not bas,d'on adminiStrative-data which countries
routinely collect in routine,Ways, bu0on attitudinal information:which .

is either not collected, or not collected in a Way that permits, comparison.
The Andrews. and Withey study of perceived life quality reflect such a
situation [3). And, at a third level, international sOcialindicators may,.

rulr that thedata collection 'and/or analysis is done by,a multinational
or.3,ization"Sucn asOECD or the United Nations. 'These organizations, . ,

after all, have the clearest'mandate'to develop comparative indicators, Arid
"hay been in the business Qf doing 5o for a relatively long time.

ese different aspects of international social indicators are not'mutually
exclusive.' Indeed, within the broad analytical commitment to comparison
rand to presentation of statistics related to the social conditions of
individuals and families, with emphasis on social trends, there is a
wide variety of data. In the folloWing, an outline of some major nter-.
national project's is presented, fter which there is a brief discussion cf.

some on-going data collection activities which. will provide important new

informaion to the fielq of international social IndicatOrs.

f

ti
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Tab5,e 2:

;

/ A TYPOLOGY OF INTERNATIONAL SOCIAL INDICATORS
(with bibliographic references)

Potentially
comparative

National data

Private 15,24.7
.4

1 W Researchers -

National
Governments 19,20,25,30,4,5i49,'

50;5aY

International 119,41,427
,

Organizations

MY.

ie.

COVERAGE

Compa9tiie,

'Juxtaposition of Crosi-national
national.data collection ofdata

/9,22,23,27,32,7 ' 6,2,8,17,317.

/1.8,33,164,3p,37; /j9,437
39,40,44,46 .
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"PotentiallYcomparative" studies

There.are studies which, although based on data from.only one country,
may be considered potentially comparative either in the way the data were
collected or presented, or in the way they. are stored or used. Fof *

instance; Ellen Mickiewiaz and several colleagues have prepared a
Handbook'on'Soviet Social Science Data specifically to enable cross-
national comparisons which inc11.7,do the USSR [24). The data, presented
are time series, cover such topics'as demography, agritulture, health,
housing, education and communications;. the series are disagijregated by
urbarl/rural, male/female, and4regional (national republic) background,
and Are `presented, where possible, at decennial intervals to permit
comparisons, with' regularly collected United Nations or other international
data.

,

National governments also'Collect information on social trends in other
countries, and many include such informationfor comparison, in their own
national report [15]. Indeed, thelack of such comparative information
in the U.S. document is seen as-a major drawback, not so much fox the
problems it poses for immediate comparisons, asfor the long-term limita-
tions which it implies for the United State's' effort. For instance,.the
index for housing crowdedness'used in the United States is persons per
room; elsewhere, square meters per person is used, and there is no
easy way that the two measures can be related. As long as these separate'
houing indicators are used, cross7nationaltomparisons along this
'dimension axe limited., Education provides another-example: much of
the educational attninment information oresented'in Social Indicators, 1973
is drawn from the U.S. N'ational Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP).

-The United States also 'participates in the InternationalAssociatioh for the
Evaluation of'Educational,Achievement (171;hOwever, the 'techniques and
measures used in the two studies do not coincide, and by using,the
national rather than the cross-national data,.the authors of the education'
chapter of SocialyIndicators,, 1973 have libited its value for inte,rhational
comparisons. These examples koint. to the problem of Coordination of. .

research effort's between different data'collection and analytical agencies -
bothwithin and between various countries; it'is a problem whichis neither
unique to tlese particular types'of data,, nor unique to the United States.

A different type of "potentially, compprati4e" data collected by national
gofernmente'is 'represented by the U.S. Bureau of the Census' "Country -
Demographic RrofileS!' (48] and its "International Population Reports"
[49,.50] . The-potential for comParisomarists'not only-from't4he common
framework which these studies use to present data, but also, more recently,
from the.trend towardientering.the country demographic inforMation.into
a time-sharfng computer network to which'there is easy access, and from
which,comparative time series can be drawn. .

"Potentially comparative" studies arre also carried out at the international '
4,

level.' UNESCO is now completing a five-year project - "Human Resources
Indicators Project".- among the objectives Of which were the identification.
and selection of indicators of human resources and the aggregation of

.
theSe indicators,into a general index. A number of countries were chosen
in which to conduct more detailed review of humanresOurces indicators in
the context%of the nationaljeconomies [39,41,42],. and thete and other "

national studies ha've been used to develop-measurement and analytical

techniques for more meaningful comparisons (35,40,'45].,
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There have been countless private studies involving cross-national compari-
sons. Indeed, the many survey archiveS - the Roper Public Opinion Re-
search Center and the Inter-niversity Consortium for Political Research
notable among them -'have'arisen in part from a demand to maintain in
accessible'and usable.form the results of these previous efforts. Among
the most recent, and most comprehensive, of these'private efforts is
Kingsley Davis' two volume study of w5Irld urbanization trends between
1950 and 1970 [9]', and Taylor and Hudson's massive World Handbook of
Political and Social Indicators, the data- fro* which is housed at I.C.P.R.
[32]:

National governments have Also marshalled information from a variety of
other nations, not only to provide summary comparisons withtrends. at ,
home, as in the international section of SeCial Trends 1,15], but also
to undertake a more detailed analysi's of the'nature of social processes.
The U.S. Bureau of the Census has published' a number qf.'such studies, one
of the more recent of which isThe Two-Child Family and Population Growth:
An international view [51].

Most often, private and national.governemnt research efforts along these,
lines rely on international compendia, mbst of which, are .familiar to the
research community interested in international social indicators. It

should be noted that the intc;:national agencies which publish such docu-:'
ments,as the U.N. Demographic Yearbook and the U.N. Statistical Year-.
book do not aerially collect the data:'th'ey collate and juxtapose
administrativee census, and other data collected for a variety of other
reasons. Some of these ,international publications serve to codify and
preserve these data [36,37,38]; others use these data in order to
explore and,-improve measurement and .anlytical techniques [35,40,44,45,46]..

Comparison: Cross-National
Data Collection

,This ''vel of resqarch represpnts the"most recent and,most innovative
_ves in cross-national comparisons and, in large part, has re-

sulted'from recognition of the inadequacy of the administrative data
usually available for indicator. development. Some of these efforts,
most of which pre private and non-governmental, 'are highlighted belo1,4.

7 el

The InternatiOnal,Aspociation,for the Assessment of Educational Achievement
haS already beefs mentioned. It is a non - profit, non-governmental research
program based on-a national probability sample of students in 21 countries..
Three lvels ofvstudents - 10 y ar olds, 14 year olds; and those in their,.,
last'year of secondary'school - have been tested on several areas of '

educational attainment: science, reading comprehension, literature,
civic education, and French or English as a foreign language [17] In-

formation on teachers and schools, as well as students' backgrounds,
interests and attitudes are also available. These data have been,deposited
in five data banks around the world, and publication of the data bank
manuals is schedulefor mid-104. As was noted earliery the non-govern-
mental' nhture of this prOject has had repercussions on.its utility - in
the U ed States, at least. The National Assessment of Educationalrt .
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Progress, a U.9. Department of Health,-Education, and Welfare project, is
similar in aim to the IEA - namely, to discover what students are really
learning, rather than simply how efficiently the system is processing
them. However, there ha's been. no coordination of'reset!rchjefforts be-
tween the two; as a result, different sampling-procedures.areused for
different age groups, which are asked different sorts ofquestions: These
shortcomings-are highlighted less in the spicit.,:of gloomy pessimism than
in-the hope'that the two presumably on7going proglems will increase

ctordinatiton.in subsequent waves of data c011ectidnw
. -

The resultg of a second international research project of great interest
to'social scientists Were recentlys.ipublished in Alexander Szalai's -

The Use of Time -(,.3-11. The book 'represents fifteen time-budget studies:
conducted in twelve countries, and is divided into four parts: (1) a
review of the consensus reached by the participating .countries on '

prin9ipies of organization, research and anal.ysis; (2) presentations of
various substantive national and crosS-Lnational aspects of the data;
(3) a wide spectruin.,of statistical.tables reflecting variations in every-
day'life and behavior patt-dYns for different,social groUps in the countries
studied; 'and (4) a bibliography, by country, Oh se;ected time-budget
literature. Of special interett_to researchers 1.8 the promise that the
data archives sp,f the project are to be made available to scholars for
further aiaaly6is.

14

A thirdiprojeCt of interest is a cross- national level of aiving.study known
as the Scandinavian SurveyDA.' Financed by the National Social,Science
Research Councifs in each of the four Scandinavian countries, the survey
was conducted, in the Spring of 1972 in an_attemillt to go, beyond the
"objective" data that,are usually, the focus of level of living studies.
In addit'ion to several indicators of standards of living housing
density. and income ;the survey also revealed attitudes towards friends,
group memberships, and.feelings of self - fulfillment. Presumably this informa-
tion will be included in the Scandinavian national reports which are now
being prepared [25,30], much as the BritiW,Social- Trends has incorporated,
information"fromthe General Household 1.isivey in Great Britai[16]. The
Scandinavian Survey, which.makes use ofa questionnaire developed by the
Survey Research. Center at the University of Michigan for mepsuring
"Quality of Life," will also colAriblite to expertise in the collection and
analysis:of crostlinational attitudinal data.

9

A fourth projedt worth mentioning is the World Fertility Survey'429],
a five-year international research program.which was begun in mid-1972.
Its purpose is to assess the current state of human fertility throughout
the world, principally through promoting and supporting nationally
representative, internationally comparable Sample surveys of fertility
behavior in as many countries of the world as possible. Initiated in''
observance of World Population Year (197i), the World Fertility Survey will
be dar'ried.but by'the International Statistical Institute, in collaboration
'with the International Union for the Scientific Study of Population and the
'United Nations.

A fifth cross-national data collection project is a multinational comparative
study of the migratioh of profession4(personnel from developing to
developed' countries, conducted-by the United Nations Institute for Training.

\ .
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and Research (43).' The project uses identical sampling procedures and
identical questionnaires to study'non-returning 4Students and:pigrating
professionals who stay .on in the developed countries, -as well as employers
in the 'developing countries.

These Studies represent the proverbial "tip of the iceberg" of cross--;
national data collection activities. The World Bank, for instanap,
has recently become interested-in developing indicators for moniAcrin4
and evaluating its various projects.- and more specificallyi its prolects
in- education. The World Health Organization is conducting a series of
Comparable, in-depth.studies on materna1 health in developing countries,,
much of the analysis of Whip.is. being done at the Nprth tatolina
Population Center in chapel Hill. The Gallup -survey1brganization has
plans for a,world7 xwide survey onAhe qqalit of life. And several
committees of the International Sociological Association - the Committee
on Sogial(Stratification and the ComMitteeon Community,Research - have
launched projects to coordinate.cross-national research in thete'areas.

The projects which have been discussed here and those which are referenced
*

in the bibliography, represent only a'small artion of the work which
has been-and is being done. The purpose in presenting such a review is
threefold.. Firr,, the various meanings or uses of the term "international-
social indicators"cwere exampl d; among them:. (1), indicators collected
and/orused by international o ganizations; (2 indicators based on cross'--.

national data collection =-and p),indicators'which'can be, or are,
juxtaposed to provide coMparisqns amoncroountyies.: Second, the problems
posed by the reification of tlie'boundaries between private and govern-
mental'data collected were ,examined, and instances where'that'boUndary
has'been or might be bridged were citkd.'in part these prqblems have
resulted from the false dichOtomy between the tradtional=uses of social
indicator's generally and, more particularly,' from the assumption that tlie
information which administrators, need for decision-making is somehow different
from the information which the public needs'to understand the social
changes of which they are a part and by whichgtheir lives are changed.

- And third, this paper has. highlighted the wide variety of work that is
°already being done, and that is published or maintained in such a way that
it is accessible for secondary research. _It is tuiped,that-this'ihforyloa-'
tion will provide stimulus and encouragement to the troad, though largely
uncoordinated international social indicators community. ,

f.
4..
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